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Pabianice[Amt?], South Prussia: 8 miles SW of Lodz; see Hochweiler.
PabstFN{Sebastian}: said by the Krasnoyar FSL #46 to be fromUC Alsfeld, Darmstadt. According to
KS119 and the Buedingen ML this Bapst man fromUC Langenschwartz near Huenfeld married
in 1766 a Schneider woman (Mai&Marquardt#645).
PabstFN: said by the Paulskaya FSL to be fromUC Grossen Buseck.
PachtrechFN: said by the Leitsinger FSL to be fromUC Wien, Oesterreich. I could not find this family in
the 1798 Volga censuses.
PaderbornGL, Hanau: an unidentified place said by the Katharinenstadt FSL to be homeUC to a Martin
family. I suspect that the Hanau was added by mistake.
PaderbornGS: was a sizeable state in what is now North Rhine-Westphalia, seated in Paderborn city and
ruled by Prince-Bishops. Said (no locality mentioned) by the Katharinenstadt FSL to be
homeUC to a Toewers family.
Paetzold: go to Pazold.
PaezoldFN: go to Pazold..
Pager{Susanna Catharia}: married Mueller{J.Andreas} in Luebeck 12 Oct 1765; they have not yet been
found resident in Russia (Mai&Marquardt#28).
PagnonFN: said by the Franzosen FSL to be fromUC Picardi?, Frankreich. I could not find this family in
the 1798 Volga censuses.
Pahl{Carl Ludewig}: arrived at Flensburg Schleswig Royal Duchy in April 1762. With wife and child
he deserted the Danish colonies in May 1765. Later they were recorded in the church books of
Neu-Saratowka colony near St. Petersburg (EEE p.543).
Pahn/PahnenFN{Dorothea/Johanne Dorothee}: Anhalt-Dessau archives report that this woman from
Poetnitz, Anhalt-Dessau, daughter of {Christian} of Scholitz, ran away from her Karst/Kerstein
husband (Mai&Marquardt#1097). KS148 has Pahnen. On 6 April 1766 in Rosslau, in
Rosslau, Karst{Sophia/Dorothea Sophia} married Hanke{J.Christian} (Mai&Marquardt#902)
Go to Hancke of Orlovskaya.
Pak?, Kurpfalz: an unidentified place said by the Warenburg FSL to be homeUC to a Zies? family.
Palaeri?FN, see Palaery.
Palaery/Palaeri?FN: said by the Kamenka FSL to be fromUC Windigstein Ost, Flck.
PalatinateGS, see Pfalz.
Palatinate-Simmern PrincipalityGS: see Simmern.
Palatinate-Zweibruechen DuchyGS: see Zweibruechen.
Palium?GL: an unidentified place said by the Kano FSL to be homeUC to a Glas family, and possibly to
their Glau step-son.

Pallatte FN, see Balart.
PalterFN: said by the Brabander FSL to be fromUC Mittelstadt, Wuerttemberg [Duchy]. I could not find
this family in the 1798 Volga censuses.
Palwes?GL, [Kur-]Koeln: an unidentified place said by the Brabander FSL to be homeUC to a Baumeister
family.
Palyusel(?)GL, Daenmark: an unidentified place said by the Dinkel FSL to be homeUC to a Heinrich
family.
Pamortal?, Kurmainz: an unidentified place said by the Dehler FSL to be homeUC to a Strasser family.
Pampel(?){Sophia}: listed in 1798 as the spouse of Hahnemann{Daniel} (Mai1798:Yp55) and she
probably is the wife listed in Kulberg2934.
Pamyatnaya, Pamyatnoye, and PamjatnojeVV are variants of the Russian name for RothammelVV.
PanFN: see Bien and Bihu.
Panenau?, Wuerttemberg [Duchy]: an unidentified place said by the Reinwald FSL to be homeUC to the
Ben family.
PanierFN: said by the Franzosen FSL to be fromUC Poligne, Frankreich. I could not find this family in
the 1798 Volga censuses.
PaninskayaVV: a variant of the Russian name for SchoenchenVV.
PaninskojeVV: a variant of the Russian name for SchoenchenVV.
PaninskoyeVV: a variant of the Russian name for SchoenchenVV.
PannstedtGL, Lower Saxony: see Pinnstadt.
PanovkaVV: a Russian name for HildmannVV.
PanowkaVV: a Russian name for HildmannVV.
Panrod, Nassau-Usingen [Principality]: is 22 km NNW of Wiesbaden city centre and was said by the
Straub FSL to be homeUC to a Scherer family. A Simon Family Chart spelled this Panroth.
GL
Panroth : see Panrod.
Pansenheim?, Wuerttemberg [Duchy]: an unidentified place said by the Warenburg FSL to be homeUC
to an Uhl family.
Papenberger FN: said by the Dehler FSL to be fromUC Ilmstein?, Kurpfalz. I could not find this family in
the 1798 Volga censuses.
PappenheimFN{Alexander}: fromUC Messbach, Lictenberg Amt, Hessen Darmstardt Landgraviate,
arrived at Schleswig city, Schleswig Royal Duchy in May 1761. With wife {A.Eva} and son, he
requested permission to leave Denmark in May 1765 (EEE pp.543-544). By July 1766 they had
settled in Doenhof FSL #18 which said he was fromUC Darmstadt (no locality mentioned).
Pappenheim[?], Hanau [County][?]: an unidentified place said by the Straub FSL to be homeUC to a
Glock family.
Pappenheim [Barony]: this barony centered on the town of the same name lay on both sides of the
Altmuehl River between Treuchtlingen and Solnhofen. Said by the Galka FSL to be homeUC to a
Wuensch/Wunsch family. Said to be homeUC to Mueller{J.Georg} who married
Meck{A.Maria} in Woehrd 30 Apr 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#781). There was one other
Pappenheim in Germany to which the FSL may have refered.
ParchimGL, Mecklenburg: is some 89 miles NW of Berlin center, and said by the Katharinenstadt FSL
to be homeUC to a Holzvogt family.
PardelFN: said by the Norka FSL to be fromUC Hessen (no locality mentioned). I cannot find them in the
index to the 1798 censuses under either Pardel or Bartel.
Parent{Louis}: married Schneider{Barbara} in Buedingen 11 March 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#409).
Not found in any later source.
Paris/Paries/BareisFN{Andreas}: Anhalt-Dessau archives say he left from Quelllendorf in 1766 with
wife & 2 daughters (Mai&Marquardt#1130). With wife {Eleonora} and daughters {Sophia &
Charlotta} he arrived in Russia 4 July 1766, said to be from Dessau (Kulberg1307). Later in
1766 Paries with wife {A.Sophia} & daughter {A.Sophia} took transport in Oranienbaum for
the Volga (T5994-5996). By 7 June 1766 with wife {Sophia} and daughter {Sabina} he had
settled at Boaro FSL #40, said to be fromUC Quellendorf, Dessau. Spelled Bareis in 1798 when
wife {Sophia}’s maiden name is given as Schulz (Mai1798: Bx21).
ParisGL, Frankreich: said by the Brabander FSL to be homeUC to a Lombar family. Said by the

Franzosen FSL to be homeUC to Certele, Charpentier, Dubois, Fouche/Fushi?/Foos, Gene,
Lemaire{Peter}, Tardive, and possibly Mounie{M.Angelika} families. Said by the
Katharinenstadt FSL to be homeUC to Davennes, Gloo, frau Gloo, Jardins, Rambeau, and
Soquiete families. Said by the Ober-Monjou FSL to be homeUC to a Koenig family; Kulberg
said this was in Frankreich.
PartizanskoyeVV: a Russian name for SchuckVV.
PaschauFN: said by the Brabander FSL to be fromUC Schmierlach?, Oberelz?. I could not find this family
name in the 1798 censuses.
Paschner?FN: Herr Paschner was said by the Fischer FSL to be fromUC Denkbeim?, Potonsk? While his
frau was said to come from Saara, Sachsen. The family name may have been spelled Buechner
in 1798 (Mai1798:Fs43)??
PashkaFN: see Baschka.
Paske/Pashka/Baschka{G.Friedrich+w+2c}: Kulberg78 said they were fromUC Schleswig. Not in T.
Said by the Kano FSL (#57 which gives two spellings) to be fromUC Lagnitz?, with a Mattis
step-son in the household.
PasqualFN: see Paxale.
PassauGL, Ansbach: an unidentified place said by the Herzog FSL to be homeUC to a Weigel family.
Passau Bishopric GS: a country in what is now easternmost Bavaria whose lands were mostly N and E of
Passau city and it seemingly had nothing to do with Ansbach.
PasselFN: said by the Neidermonjou FSL to be fromUC Quellendorf, Dessau. I could not find this family
in the 1798 censuses.
Passer[J.Georg&Maria}: see Bossert{A.Maria} and {Elisabeth}.
Pastel: he had married Basser{A.Maria} and so may have been a Luzern first settler (Mai1798:Mv1604).
PasternFN: said by the Katharinenstadt FSL to be fromUC Gruenberg, Hessen.
PastronFN: see Bastron.
PatenoGL an unidentifed locality said by the first transcription of the Stahl-am-Karaman FSL(#29) to be
in the County of Hanaustadt and to be homeUC to Raush{Daniel}.
PaterburgGL: an unidentified place said by the Enders FSL to be homeUC to frau Kraft nee Kifler?. See
below.
PaterburgGL, Hanau [County]: an unidentified place said by the Pleve version of the Stahl-am-Karaman
FSL (#29) to be homeUC to Rausch{Daniel}. See Pateno.
PaterburgGL, Katelbusch?: an unidentified place said by the Enders FSL to be homeUC to a Kifler?
family. See below:
PaterburgGL, Kennlinsk?: an unidentified place said by the Enders FSL to be homeUC to a Kifler? family.
See below:
PatersbergGL, Katzenelnbogen County: this place is some 16 miles SE of Koblenz city on the E bank of
the Rhine River. It just might be the place refered to in the previous three entries.
Patt/Batt/Bott?FN: said by the Preuss FSL to be fromUC Werchau, Kur Trier.
Patz/Batz{Christian}: he married Baumhemel{Cath.Barbara} on 28 May 1765 in Rosslau
(Mai&Marquardt#849, KS120). Not found in Kulberg, T, any published FSL, or Mai1798.
Patzel{Christoph}: Anhalt-Dessau archival records report that he came to Quellendorf from Salfurt;
having sold his house to Waydenhammer{Gottfried} of Jessnitz, in 1766, with wife and 5
children he left for Russia (Mai&Marquardt#1131). He with wife {Magdalena} and 2 children
arrived in Russia 4 July 1766, said to be from Dessau (Kulberg#1427). Later in 1766 with wife
{M.Magdalena} and 2 children he took transport in Oranienbaum for the Volga, on which trip
he died (T5651-5654). So far I have not found either the widow or the children in any Volga
census.
PatzelFN: also see Pazold.
PatzlerFN: see Reimer of Orlovskaya.
Pauck/Tauk{Adam}: KS:82 and 148 say this party of 5 fromUC Hesse in 1764 was sent on to the Saratov
area as part of the group of colonists transported under the command of Captain Paykul and
Cornet Rehbinder. I have not found them in any published FSL.
Paul/PauliFN{Antony}: of Reformed faith, fromUC Leutershausen, a holding of the Noble Count von
Wiser in Kurpfalz, arriving in May 1761 at Schleswig city, Schleswig Royal Duchy. With wife

and 2 daughters he requested permission to leave Denmark in April 1763 (EEE p.544). By Sept
1764 they had settled in Anton FSL #5 which said he was fromUC Heidelberg Oberamt,
Kurpfalz. Spelled both Paul (Mai1798:An37, 21 and Kk3) and possibly Pauli (An39) in 1798.
KS148 says together with his family he moved from Salzburg to Dombach near Limburg.
PaulFN: said by the 1798 Bauer census to be the maiden name of frau Ferber (Mai1798:Br11).
PaulFN: said by the Bettinger FSL to be fromUC England. This widower surely died prior to the 1798
census.
PaulFN: said by the Graf 1798 census to be the maiden name of the wife of Herr Heile who first settled in
Kano (Mai1798:Gf01).
PaulFN: said by the Jost FSL to be fromUC Freital, Brandenburg.
Paul{Andreas}FN: said by the Kano FSL to be fromUC Belzig. His children may be in the 1798 census
(Mai1798:Kn15,19).
Paul/Pavel{Maria}FN: said by the Kano FSL #78a to be a step-daughter in the Mueller{Konrad}
household. In 1766 her mother’s widowed married name was given as Pavel
(Mai&Marquardt#175), which might have been a mistake for Paul.
Paul{Katharina}: said by the Zug 1798 census to be the maiden name of the wife of Marx{Heinrich}
(Mai1798:Zg10), possible first settler of Katharinenstdt.
PaulFN: said by the Kolb FSL to be fromUC Weilmuenster, Weilburg.
Paul FN{A.Eliesab.}: according to the Buedingen ML this daughter of {Peter} fromUC Gehlweiler married
5 June 1766 Wolff{Friedrich}; by 1767 this couple was settled at Kraft FSL #49; in 1775 at
Norka 110; in 1798 at Norka 115 (Mai&Marquardt#682).
Paul{M.Barbara}: another daughter of {Peter}fromUC Gehlweiler married 5 June 1766 Soether{J.Adam};
by 1767 this couple was settled at Norka FSL #105; in 1775 at Norka 147; in 1798 at Norka 154
(Mai&Marquardt#681).
Paul{Johann+w}: Kulberg40 said they were from KestenUC. Not found in T nor in any published FSL.
PaulFN: the Buedingen ML says this woman fromUC Gehlweiler married in 1766 a Soether man; by 1767
this couple was in Norka (Mai&Marquardt#681).
Paul{Heinrich}: on 4 July 1766 a Nau couple arrived in Russia, Herr Nau said to be from Mainz, with
{Heinrich} listed as a Nau son (Kulberg#2028). Not found in T. By 15 July 1767 {Heinrich} is
a 13 year old Catholic stepson in the Nau{Johannes} household #105 & 105a of the Preuss FSL
where his apparent mother {Julianna} age 31 is wife to Nau. Not yet identified in Mai1798.
Paul{Georg Michael}FN: said by the Rohleder FSL #35 to be fromUC [Kur-]Mainz. For 1798 see
Mai1798:Rl01. Corina Hirt proved him to be the son of {Peter Anton}.
Paul{PeterAnton}FN:born about 1709 probably in Allfeld which is where his wife {A.Katharina} daughter
of Awerbach/Aurbach{Melchior} was baptized 14 Feb 1719, where in May 1741 this couple
were married and where their six children were baptized during 1742-1763. Corina Hirt proved
the foregoing genealogical information using LDS Film #1049314. Not found in either Kulberg
or in T. By 14 July 1766 he and his new wife {Marianna} had settled at Rohleder FSL #22, he
said to be fromUC [Kur-]Mainz, whereas his wife was said to be fromUC [Baden-]Durlach
[Margarviate]. For 1798 see Mai1798:Rl1, 16, and 21 plus Bo37, Hr19.
PaulFN: this may have been the maiden name of the wife of Herr Kohlmann of Rohleder
(Mai1798:Hr01?).
PaulFN: this family name was found recorded in Herborn marriage records 1762-1767; see Flegel trip.
PaulFN: also see Pauly.
Paulbrunn?GL, Wuerttemberg: an unidentified place said by the Fischer FSL to be homeUC to a Kaust
family and possibly to a Graul? family.
PaulyFN: also see Pauli.
PauliFN{Dominik}: by 11 Sept 1767 he and wife {Elisabeth} had settled at Hoelzel FSL #54, he said to be
fromUC Summern?, Luxembourg. For 1798 see Mai1798:Nk52.
Pauly/Paul{J. Sebastian/Sebastian Martin}; said by Kulberg129 and T5957-60 to be of the Reformed
faith fromUC Braunfels. KS148 has both {J.Sebastian} and {Sebastian Martin}. By 7 June 1767
{Sebastian} with wife {Katharina} and 2 children had settled at Kano FSL #74, he said to be
fromUC Villingen. Bill Pickelhaupt says he found this man’s origin. Spelled Paul in 1798
(Mai1798:Rm18).

PaulyFN{Dorothea}: by 12 May 1767 this widow with 2 children had settled at Keller FSL #71, she said to
be fromUC Kamberg, Kurtrier. For 1798 see (Mai1798:Nk11).
FN
Pauly {Katharina}: by 3 Aug 1767 this widow had settled at Neidermonjou FSL #234 and in 1768 was
reported to have moved to Schaffhausen, she said to be from Nassau-Siegen?.
Pauli/PaulyFN{Philipp Jacob}: by 15 Aug 1767 with wife {M.Elisabeth} and 4 children he
had settled at Norka FSL #16, he said to be fromUC Isenburg (no locality mentioned). Later
spelled Pauly (Mai1798:Nr174, 188, An38).
PaulyFN: said by the Norka FSL to be fromUC Isenburg (no locality mentioned). For 1793 and 1798 see
(Mai1798:Mv1986, 1987, Nr188, 155, 226, An38, and Kt28.
Pauly/Pauli/PaulFN{Johanna Dorothea}: said by the Ober-Monjou FSL #83 to be the family name of frau
Sommer and of her brother. Spelled Pauli at her marriage in 1766 Luebeck
(Mai&Marquardt#124).
PaulyFN{J.Georg}: on 25 July 1766 {Georg}, wife {Maria} and daughter arrived in Russia, he said to be
from Strassburg (Kulberg2476). Later in 1766 he & {M.Dorothea}, accompanied by
Lantzberger{Zacharias} (3116), in Oranienbaum took transport for the Volga, on which trip
son {Arndt Gottfriedt} was born (T3113-3115). By 30 Aug 1767 this couple had settled at
Schaefer FSL #50, he said to be fromUC Strassburg, Frankreich with the orphaned
Grapp/Graf{Barbara & Franziska} (50b) as well as the single Landberger{Zacharias} (50a) in
the household. I could not find either the Paulys or the Lantzberger/Landberger in Mai1798.
PaulyFN: said (no locality given) by the Urbach FSL to be a single young man fromUC [Hessen]Darmstadt [Landgraviate]. I could not find him in Mai1798.
Pauli{Philipp Jakob}: KS148 says he was from the city of Buedingen. Did he reach the Volga?
PauliFN: also see Paul and Pauly.
PaulinFN: listed by the 1816 Glueckstal census (KS:673, 392) with no origin. The GCRA found some
reason to believe that they may have come fromUC Gundelfingen, Freiburg [Amt], Baden. See
the GCRA book for more details.
PaulsbergBV: the official Russian name for KulmBV, Bessarabia.
PaulsenFN: see Paulson.
PaulshainGL: see Paulsheim.
PaulsheimGL, Plekenberg County: an unidentified place, said by the Walter FSL to be homeUC to a
Burgeis family. There is a Paulshain some 10 miles SW of Dresden, Saxony.
PaulskayaVV: (aka Paulskoye and Paulskoje) is a Lutheran German village founded in 1767 on the
eastern side of the Volga. Its two FSL (the first list and a supplemental one done later) are now
published in Pleve, Einwanderung …, vol.III, pp. 331-376. According to this, the first settlers
were from the following places {italics indicate information from the Kuhlberg list} with the
family names shown here in parens. Other spellings of family names, usually from later sources
are in square brackets. Verified origin information is in red. The number with the family name is
their FSL household number, except that those in the supplemental list have 100 added to their
original number:
from Albungen?, Darmstadt: (Freund154);
from Alsfeld: (Schmat?[Schmidt]74);
from Ansbach?: (Geld[Held]193);
from Arnstein: (Kahler[Keller]81);
from Artburg, Sachsen: (Berger85);
from Aschen?: (Gosselbach?[Hasselbach?]166);
from Auerbach: (Giest?127 and perhaps Braun127a);
from Aurach: (Kor?189);
from Bach, Darmstadt: (Blank53, Lochmann18, and possibly Schwarz18a);
from Bakenburg?: (Hartmann29);
from Balingen: (Koch28);
from Bamberg: (Bittel182, Knecker?168, Leidemann177, Mener?185, Stadelmann186);
from Bayreuth: (Kott41 and possibly Friedrich41a);
from Berg: (Steininger209 and possibly Mueller209a);
from Berghausen: (Podt?43);

from Berlin: (Blank167, Michelis176, Mont?[Mundt]15);
from Berlt?, Darmstadt: (Hahn170);
from Berneburg?: (Grasshof133, and possibly Golop[Golob]133a);
from Berolzheim: (Damwolf196);
from Beuna: (Pottof?200, and possibly Sahlman200a);
from Binningen?, Pfalz: (Meier113);
from Bischberg: (Martin211);
from Bischofsheim?, Darmstadt: (Schreiber10);
from Bitterfeld: (Blum202);
from Blankenstein, Hessen: (Lehmann110);
from Blauenthal, Kotteritz: (Bachmann[Buxmann]13);
from Boedefeld: (Reichert01);
from Borgatfeld?, Darmstadt: (Mesing[Messin]201);
from Born: (Gerke?66, Millner[Mueller]68);
from Borstorf?: (Musch?136);
from Braunfels: (Maurer72 and possibly Urdam[Urban]72a);
from Breitenbach: (Grass125);
from Breslau: (Sartenbach144);
from Bromskirchen: (Bonaker76);
from Bruecken?, Dessau: (Bergmann55, and possibly Heinrich56);
from Buchenrod, Darmstadt: (Misler[Missler]45);
from Burg Gemuenden: (Senk?[Seng]224);
from Dansenberg?, Pflaz: (Meier184);
from Darmstadt: (Ammenheuser[Amenheiser, Amenheuser]61, Dortmann[Dortman]102);
from Dengkofen: (Bartel89);
from Dessau: (Balzer29, Frank58, Jersch65, Kohlmann59, Wartmann5 and possibly
Boxhorn[Gonohorn]12a,26a,58a);
from Dielmel?, Paderborn: (Mene[Menet]220);
from Eching: (Spahnnagel[Spahn]235);
from Edlendorf: (Bohn150);
from Elbenrod: (Erlenbach51);
from Elbersdorf: (Herrmann62);
from Ellbrunn?, Pfalz: (Lichtenstein?192);
from Eltman?: (Long?197);
from Elz: (Tersich?198);
from Elzhausen?, Hessen: (Deckert157);
from Emmershausen: (Hardt14);
from Enzheim: (Kopen?[Kopstin?]124);
from Eppenrod: (Karl38, and possibly Knoll38a);
from Erbach: (Retich?108);
from Erlbach: (Beckel?179);
from Eversdorf: (Kraemer206);
from Falkenstein: (Schweitzer120);
from Fell: (Schneider63, and possibly Henicke[Genicke?]63a);
from Fell, Darmstadt: (Dietzel[Dietz]225);
from Frassdorf, Dessau: (Wede31);
from Freienried: (Reisch?155);
from Frieberg: Sterzar?[Steltz??]42,;
from Friedberg: (Lempe21 and possibly Stelz[Steltz]21a);
from Fuchsberg: (Glaser205);
from Fuerstenberg?: (Karnttecher?194);
from Fuerth?, Darmstadt: (Best199);
from Ganerin?, Darmstadt: (Dorn54 and possibly Kraft54a);
from Gasteheim: (Wolter?[Walter]50);

from Geiselwind?, Bamberg: (Holzleitner178);
from Geldersheim?: (Weiseise?70);
from Genchel?: (Michel83);
from Genderkingen?: (Dom86);
from Gettorf?: (Klaus22);
from Giessen: (Felsing[Feltsing/Feltz]44);
from Gotha: (Birner?90);
from Grasemeuchen?, Mainz: (Neubert[Neipert]87);
from Griesbach: (Schmidt161);
from Grossen Buseck: (Damm162, Meier151, Pabst114, Schmidt156, Simon153, and possibly
Folnis1156a);
from Gruenenbach?: (Erb119);
from Haesen?: (Hassenkampf141);
from Hallberg: (Birkner210);
from Halle: (En[Enicke?]208, Opitsc[Apiz?]234);
from Hamburg: (Schmitter[Schlitzer?]227, Schulz172, Stark[Starck]19);
from Hanau: (Egler?124a);
from Hanau: (Emmerich[Emich??]118;
from Herzhausen: (Unterberg79);
from Hirschfeld, Hessen: (Hoffmann34);
from Hof: (Heilmar?[Geilmar?]181);
from Hohenfriedeberg, Schlesien: (Klaus218);
from Hohensiedel: (Steinwasser142);
from Hohnstedt: (Nackel?37);
from Holstein: (Rotenburg171);
from Holzheim: (Zimrot?[Simrod?]71, and possibly Beyer?71a);
from Homburg: (Markgraf9);
from Hoschwelt?, Wittenberg: (Beck174);
from Ichtebeck? Amt: (Emich122);
from Illenau?: (Lenk3 and possibly Sonnengruen3a);
from Jessnitz, Dessau: (Just[Jost]47,48,49);
from Kaderhein?, Erbach: (Spener?109);
from Katzenbach: (Mueller160);
from Kernbach: (Mai213);
from Kerzenheim: (Heinrich159);
from Kettenbach?, Runkel: Bunder[Bender?]130);
from Kinterchener?, Bamberg: (Fau190, and possibly Mecker190a);
from Klingbach: (Schnet[Schnepp]129);
from Koenigsberg: (Schwert11);
from Kolba: (Guenter[Guenther]84;
from Kronshausen?, Darmstadt: (Traeger121);
from Kulm, Ansbach: (Hermann191);
from Kuttendorf?: (Baum229);
from Langenstein: (Rickes?[Rines?]112);
from Lauterbach: (Mueller20);
from Ledener?, Darmstadt: (Prefried?106);
from Leeort: (Schmidt230);
from Leipzig: (Warth231, Wendenhammer33, and possibly Werner33a);
from Lembach, Darmstadt: (Vollert?116);
from Lembach, Darmstadt: (Holgart[Voelkart]117);
from Leniter?: (Kwimbach[Qwimbach?]62);
from Leusel: (Albach69,88, Lerg[Lerch?]2, Langweiler?212);
from Lochowittig?, Pfalz: (Reger195);
from Lohr: (Krach[Kracht]214);

from Marburg: (Schneider216, and possibly Lindeman216a);
from Marburg, Hessen: (Kichler?75);
from Maschbach?: (Widlein?138);
from Mecklenburg: (Herr173);
from Meiling: (Fros?228);
from Mibiu?: (Peter60, and possibly Enrander?60a);
from Mockritz: (Mettig?[Mettich]132);
from Morsbach?: (Nau215);
from Nabugen?, Hanau: Herbert128);
from Naderili?: (Schiefferstein73);
from Nassau-Usingen: (Muf?36);
from Nenger?, Darmstadt: (Damm39);
from Nesslach?, Schwaben: (Strauss180);
from Neuensien?: (Hahn126);
from Neumann?, Pfalz: (Bauer183);
from Oberrohn, Riedesel: (Aitrich[Dautrich?]222);
from Offenbach: (frau Felsing44);
from Oppenrod, Darmstadt: (Hahn163, and possibly Fink163a);
from Ostheim: (Strauss169);
from Petersburg, Russia: (Walachowski17);
from Pilow?, Halle: (Wolter12, and possibly Gonohorn?[Boxhorn]12a);
from Rackith: (Ensler137);
from Rassnitz: (Wiesner131);
from Raubach: (Schult?[Schuld]77);
from Rauschenberg, Hessen: (Katzenbach164 and possibly Schmidt164a);
from Reichenbach: (Elchner143);
from Ren?, Hannover: (Kind101);
from Reuden: (Fendrich?35);
from Riesa: (Reflink[Riffling]165);
from Romrod: (Belerg?6, Giltscher?[Hiltscher?]4, Schmidt8);
from Romrod?: (Merkel223, Rau226);
from Romrod, Darmstadt: (Kalbfleisch64);
from Rottau: (Emich123);
from Runkel: (Dietrich115, and possibly Hillegbich?115a);
from Saalfeld: (Heisner16);
from Sachsen: (Schrenz?149a, Wiedemach?175);
from Salzberg: (Lange[Lang]188);
from Sankt Goar: (Pfeifer233);
from Saubach: (Schulz145);
from Schoenburg: (Bielmann134);
from Schwarzbach, Elsass: (Urich?187);
from Schwerin: (Balart?207, Scharlot?[Scharlipp]46);
from Schwindeberg?: (Machleit104);
from Seeheim?: (Wiltheis149);
from Snetning?: (Hill139);
from Staufenberg: (Volk103);
from Steinbach: (Schmidt146);
from Steinbach, Darmstadt: (Horn152, Schneider147);
from Stieg?, Schwaben: (Scheidmueller232);
from Stuperrot?, Darmstadt: (Walter219);
from Thueringen: (Schumann24);
from Treis-an-der-Lumda?: (Schlar217);
from Usingen: (Ritzer?32, Wagner27, and possibly Schnell27a);
from Usingen, Runkel: (Weil135);

from Wachbach: (Wittig148, and possibly Stein148a);
from Wald-Michelbach: (Hirsch[Hersch]203);
from Wallendorf?, Dessau: (Schneider25);
from Wemelik?, Perlburg?: (Hogen?158);
from Wendeburg?: (Schlamberg?67);
from Wepblank?: (Stitz?40);
from Werbach: (Roerich[Roehrig]30, and possibly Schade30a);
from Wertizhausen?: (Petri221);
from Wien: (Meier140);
from Wiesbaden: (Hammel80);
from Wittenborn, Hessen: Eif107);
from Zeitz: (Lehmann7, and possibly Winterburger?[Winterberg]7a);
from Zerbst: (Kohlmeier[Kohlmann]52, Milling57, Petsch23, Schulz78, Seiftenberg?50a, and
possibly Lobes[Lopes]78a);
from Zigeser? (Peise?204, and possibly Machelmann204a);
from Zwingenberg (Bischoff105, Seltzer111, and possibly Weiner105a, and Mueller111a).
PaulskojeVV: a variant of PaulskayaVV.
PaulskoyeVV: a variant of PaulskayaVV.
PaulsonFN: said by the Boregard FSL to be fromUC Cappel. Spelled Paulsen in 1798 (Mai1798:Er07).
Pauly: go to Pauli.
Paustan/Bastian/Paustian/Paustin/BaustinFN{J.Friederich}: Lutheran fromUC either [Kur-]Sachsen (on
the Brandenburgian border), or Kurpfalz, arriving at Flensburg, Schleswig Royal Duchy in
May 1762. With his Sparberger wife {M.Dorothea Louisa} and 3 children he deserted the
Danish colonies in May 1765 (EEE p.545). By April 1766 they were settled in Fischer FSL #30
which said he was fromUC Asnes?, Brandenburg. The family name was spelled Bastian in 1798
(Mai1798:Fs28).
Paustian FN: see Paustan.
Paustin FN: see Paustan.
Pavel/PaulFN{Eva M.}: according to a Luebeck ML this widow married Mueller{Konrad} in 1766; by
1767 this couple was in Kano (Mai&Marquardt#175). In the Kano FSL #78a her daughter’s
family name was given as Paul, not Pavel.
Pawlagau(?)GL, Hanau: an unidentified locality, said by the Kraft FSL to be homeUC to a Herdt family.
Pawlowski{Jacob+w+2c}: Kulberg38 said they were fromUC Schoeningen. Not found in T or in any
published FSL.
PaxaleFN: said by the Franzosen FSL to be fromUC Mil?, Polian?. Spelled Pasqual in 1798 when the
maiden name of frau Pasqual is given as Ivanova (Mai1798:Fz36,33, Hn15, Rt35).
Pazold/Paetzold/Patzel/Bazel(Friedrich}: married Fessel{Elisabeth} in Rosslau 31 March 1766
(Mai&Marquardt#882). KS148 had Paetzold , and by mistake, 1765; a second entry there said
the was from Quellendorf, Dessau. Patzel{Friedrich & Catharina} arrived in Russia 4 July
1766, he said to be fromUC Dessau (Kulberg1428). Later in 1766 {Friedrich & Christiane} took
transport in Oranienbeum for the Volga; a child was born and died enroute (T5655-5657 ).
Before 7 June 1766 Bazel{Friedrich & Elisabeth} and 1 infant had settled at Orlovskaya FSL
#55, he said to be fromUC Wallendorf?. In 1798 Patzel{Friedrich & wife Fezer{Katharina}
were still in Orlovskaya (Mai1798:Or32). (Mai&Marquardt#518).
PeaFN: according to the Grimm FSL there was a single young Pea man living with a young Schroeder
couple from Gelnhausen in which the young wife was also a Pea.
PeaFN: also see Bra.
Pech{Joh.}: and wife {A.Maria} were witnesses at the 21 May 1766 Woehrd wedding of Wolff & Stark
(Mai&Marquardt#811).
PeddertGL: an unidentified place said by the Buedingen ML to be homeUC to a Prunck woman who
married in 1766 a Siebenlist man; later that year this couple was in Doenhof; Stumpp says she
was fromUC Pettert or Pottert (Mai&Marquardt#518).
Pegau, [Kur-]Sachsen: is 22 km SSW of Leipzig city and was said by the Stahl-am-Tarlyk FSL to be
homeUC to Hassel and Lehmann families, and possiblyto the Eshouf? orphan boy.

Pegnitz: is 21 km SSW of Bayreuth city.
Pehr?FN: said by the Rohleder FSL to be fromUC Speyer, [Bishopric? or Imperial City?]. Could this
family name be Baer?
PeikFN: see Piek.
PeilFN: said by the Graf FSL to be fromUC Mannheim, Kurpfalz.
Peil FN: said by the1798 Hildmann census be the maiden name of frau Mueller{Johann} (Mai1798:Hd19).
PeilFN: said by the Holstein FSL to be fromUC Bietlingen(?).
PeilFN: said by the Louis FSL to be fromUC Bitsch, Lothringen. In 1798 the family name was sometimes
spelled Beil (Mai1798:Mv1574).
Peiler/Pfieler{J.Philipp}: leftUC Menzingen(?), part of a holding of Baron von Menzingen, Kraichgau
Knightly canton, Swabian Knights Circle. In 1764 together with Sigward{Michael}and others
he tried to escape from Denmark, but was caught and jailed (EEE p.546). By May 1765 he and
his family had settled in Holstein FSL #12 which said he was fromUC Meinzing(?).
Peiller(spelling?): KS:82 and nnn148 say this party of 3 fromUC Schellbrunn-Schellbronn (Stumpp says
this was near Pforzheim in Bavaria) in 1764 was sent on to the Saratov area as part of the
group of colonists transported under the command of Captain Paykul and Cornet Rehbinder. I
have not found them in any published FSL.
Peise?FN: said by the Paulskaya FSL to be fromUC Zigeser? with a Machelmann stepson in the household.
I could not find this family in the 1798 Volga censuses.
PekFN: see Beck{Heinrich}.
Pekach?, Wuerzburg [Bishopric]: an unidentified place said by the Seelmann FSL to be homeUC to a
Hoffmann family.
PekarFN: said by the Kamenka FSL to be fromUC Kurpfalz (no locality mentioned). I cannot find this
family in the index to the 1798 censuses.
Pekheisen?FN: see Bettheusen.
Pelcher{Anton Martin}: son of {Alexander J.} ofUC Stralsund married Klepfler{A. Elis.} in Woehrd 7
May 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#805). Not found in any later source.
PelletierFN: said by the Koehler FSL to be fromUC Esse?, Frankreich. The family name was spelled
Bollender in 1798 (Mai1798:Kl35).
PeltzFN: said by the 1798 Schuck census to be the maiden name for frau Reigenborn (Mai1798:Su4).
PeltzFN: also see Beltz.
PemselFN: said (no locality mentioned) by the Brabander FSL to be fromUC Ulm. I could not find this
family name in the 1798 censuses.
PennerFN {Davit}: said by the Orloff FSL to be fromUC Ohrlofff, Tiegenhoff Amt.
PennerFN {Johann}: said by the Orloff FSL to be fromUC Wieckerau, Elbing.
PenselFN: was a pastor in Glueckstal; said in his(?) book to be fromUC Sulza, Thueringen; see the GCRA
book for detail.
PenshausenGL, Sachsen: an unidentified place said by the Katharinenstadt FSL to be homeUC to a Volk
family. There is a Benshausen some 21 miles SSW of Gotha city.
Pentmainz(?)GL, Boehmen: an unidentified place said by the Katharinenstadt FSL to be homeUC to a
Schlister family.
PenzlinGL, Mecklenburg: said by the Boaro FSL to be homeUC to Mann, Zibarius?, and possibly Bierd
families. There is one Penzlin 45 miles SE and one 39 miles S of Rostock city.
PepFN: see Pepper.
PepeFN: see Pepper.
Pepel?FN: said by the 1798 Reinwald census to be the maiden name of frau Meinhard (Mai1798:Rm26).
PepelFN: see Bepler.
PepperFN: said by the Bauer FSL to be fromUC Alzey, Kurpfalz. In 1798 spelled Beb, Pep, Pepe and
Peps? (Mai1798:Br39, Bz23, Hs23).
Peps? FN: see Pepper.
Per?FN: said by the Katharinenstadt FSL to be fromUC Rosslau, Anhalt-Zerbst.
PerchertFN: see Bermet.
Periojany Chutor BV: was an estate near Borodino, Bessarabia.
PerlburgGS: I can find no country by this name. There was a town in Kurbrandenburg called Perleburg

halfway between Hamburg and Berlin.
PerleburgGL: see Perlburg.
PerlenburgGL: an unidentified place said by a Friedberg ML to be homeUC to a Wetter man who married
in 1766 a Nicodemus woman; by 1767 the couple was in Kukkus (Mai&Marquardt#348).
Perling…?, Schwaben: an unidentified place said by the Warenburg FSL to be homeUC to a
Koch{J.Georg} family.
PermanFN: see Bermann.
PermannFN: see Bermann.
PernartitzGL, Sudetenland: see Bernartice, Boehmen.
PerrmannFN: see Bermann.
Person FN: said by the Franzosen FSL to be fromUC Frankreich (no locality mentioned). I could not find
this family in the 1798 Volga censuses.
PersonFN: said by the Goebel FSL to be fromUC Pout-auz-Moines(?), Frankreich. Later spelled Berson
(Mai1798:Gb39).
PertelFN: not found in an FSL but was in the 1775 Grimm census #29. Spelled Bartel in 1798
(Mai1798:Gm10).
Pertsch/Baertsch/BerschFN{J.Georg}: a retired Prussian soldier, his wife and five children left
Fraenkisch-Crumbach in 1766 for Russia, where they settled in Neu-Saratowka; they were said
earlier to have been settled for a time in Erlau [sic for Erbach County?]; also spelled Baertsch
(Gieg1 & (Mai&Marquardt#1268). He was godparent at the 8 June 1766 baptism of
Schaefer{M.Elisabeth} daughter of {G.Philipp} and his wife {E.Cather.}
(Mai&Marquardt#1209). On 31 July 1766 Bersch{Georg}, his wife {Susanna} and 4 children
arrived in Russia, he said to be fromUC Grumbach (Kulberg2865).

PeskovatkaVV: a variation of the Russian name for KolbVV.
PeskowatkaVV: a variation of the Russian name for KolbVV.
Pesternick?GL, Sachsen-Gotha: an unidentified place said by the Kano FSL to be homeUC to a
Mueller{Christian} family.
PeterFN{Bernhard}: with wife {Elizabeth} and 3 children he by 2 Aug 1766 had settled at Cheisol FSL
#18, said to be fromUC Bernkastel, [Kur-]Trier. For 1798 see Mai1798:Ls36, 37.
FN
Peter {Johannes}: with wife {Margaretha} and 3 children (by his first wife), he by 2 Aug 1766 had
settled at Cheisol FSL #17, said to be fromUC Bernkastel, [Kur-]Trier. No further information.
Peter{Peter}: with wife {Elisabeth} and son {Valentin} he arrived in Russia 15 Sept 1766. In 1788 with
his Winkler wife {A.Elisabeth} and son he moved from Kind to Beideck (Mai1798:Mv1290).
No further information.
PeterFN{Kilian}: by 16 June 1766 with wife {Margaretha and 3 children he had settled at Mariental FSL
#17, he said to be fromUC Steinsberg. No further information.
FN
Peter {Michael}: a widower said by the Paulskaya FSL #60 to be fromUC Mibiu? with an Enrander?
stepdaughter in the household (#60a). No further information.
PeterFN{Friedrich}: By 8 July 1767 he, wife {Magdalena} and a 1-year old had settled at Schwab FSL
#14, he said to be fromUC Rodenbach. KS148 says he was from Weissenhasel near Rotenberg.
I could not find members of this family in Mai1798.
Peter{Anna}: a single Catholic, said to be from Trier, arrived in Russia 18 June 1766. No further
information.
Peter{Friedrich}: with wife {Catharina} and 2 daughters he arrived in Russia 12 Sept 1766, said to be
from Hessen (Kulberg5523). With wife {Catharina E.} and 2 daughters in Oranienbaum took
transport for the Volga on which trip the wife and daughters died (T1583-1586). No further
information.
PeterFN{Georg/J.Georg}: The Buedingen ML says {J.Georg} from Burghuhn married
Schaeffer{A.Margaretha} 12 June 1766; KS148 says he was from Burghuan near Huenfeld,
Hessen and that he married a Scheffer woman (Mai&Marquardt#690). By 25 Aug 1766
{Johann}, wife {Margarethe} and brother {Peter} had settled at Walter FSL #43, said to be
fromUC Rudenkirch, Fulda. KS148 has Rothenkirchen(?), Fulda. No further information.
Peter{Maria Amalia/Amalie}: married Kern{Conrad} 29 July 1766 in Luebeck (Mai&Marquardt#121).
KS128 has {Konrad} & {Martha Amalie}. He, wife {Emilia} and 5 children arrived in Russia 13

Sept 1766, he said to be fromUC Pfalz (Kulberg5903). Not found in any later source.
Peter: see also Petri.
Petergau, Brandenburg, Prussia: an unidentified place which he GCRA found assoicated with a Brand
family in 1800.
Peterheer(?)GL, Frankfurt-am-Main: an unidentified place said by the Dietel FSL to be homeUC to a
Busch family.
Petermann{Paul}: KS:82 and 148 say this party of 2 fromUC Leipzig in 1764 was sent on to the Saratov
area as part of the group of colonists transported under the command of Captain Paykul and
Cornet Rehbinder. I have not found them in any published FSL.
PetersFN{Johann & Anna}: catholics said Kulberg0001 and the Belowescher Kolonien FSL to be fromUC
Danzig.
PetersFN: said by the Jost FSL to be fromUC Hallsbyn?, Daenmark. I could not find this family in the
1798 Volga censuses.
PetersFN: said by the Katharinenstadt FSL to be fromUC Nassau-Weilburg (no locality mentioned).
PetersFN: said by the Warenburg FSL to be fromUC Analom?. I could not find this man in Mai1798.
PetersburgGL: an unidentified place said by the Galka FSL to be homeUC to a Hirsch family. This could
have been St. Petersburg in Russia where many Germans were living at the time, or it could have
been a Petersburg or Petersberg in Germany or the Netherlands.
Petersburg, Russia: is St. Petersburg and was said by the Paulskaya FSL to be homeUC to a
Walachowski family.
Petersburg, Russland: is St Petersburg and was said by the Rosenheim FSL to be homeUC to frau
Gogorscht. Said by the Schulz FSL to be homeUC to a Mattern family.
PetersenFN: said by the Enders FSL to be fromUC Kopenhagen, Daenemark. The family name in 1798
was spelled Peterson (Mai1798:Mv535).
PetersenFN: said by the Enders FSL to be fromUC Luebeck (no locality given).
Petersen{Anton}: KS:82 and 148 say this party of 2 fromUC Luebeck in 1764 was sent on to the Saratov
area as part of the group of colonists transported under the command of Captain Paykul and
Cornet Rehbinder. I have not found them in any published FSL.
PetersenFN: the wife of Herr Petersen of Luebeck was said by the Enders FSL to be fromUC Bizau?,
Mecklenburg.
PetersenFN: said by the Schwed FSL to be the fatherless sons(?) of the widowed frau Neumann.
PetersenFN: said by the Warenburg FSL to be fromUC Kleinstadt, Holstein. Spelled Peterson in 1798
(Mai1798:Wr122) as well as Petersen (Wr20).
Petersen{Christian}: left Rostock, Mecklenburg 18 Sept 1764, by 1March 1765 had been in St.
Petersburg for six months, married no children, wants to go to Saratov (Fond 383, file 42 pp.1415). I found no further record of them.
PetersfeldGL, Sachsen: an unidentified place said by the Katharinenstadt FSL to be homeUC to a
Wasmuth family. There are two such in Lower Saxony W of Bremen city: one 37 miles WNW
and one 27 miles WSW.
PetershagenGL, Tiegenhoff Amt: is now Zelichowo, Poland, and was some 2.5 miles NNE of Tiegenhoff
city. Said by the Rosenort FSL to be homeUC to a Bochmann family.
Petershain?GL: an unidentified place said by the Shcherbakovka FSL to be homeUC to the Reis family. I
found two Petershains both then in Kursachsen: one 14 km NE, and one 31 km NW, of Bautzen
city.
PetersonFN: said by the Boregard FSL to be fromUC Bassenheim. I could not find this family in the 1798
Volga censuses.
PetersonFN: said by the Dreispitz FSL to be fromUC Mark?, Holstein.
PetersonFN: also see Petersen.
PetersrothGL an unidentified place said by the Buedingen ML to be homeUC to the Gebel man who
married in 1766 a Kraus woman from Spielberg (Mai&Marquardt:506). The Messer FSL had
said he was from the state of Isenburg.
Peterstal: this might be 5.5 km NE of Heidelberg(?), said by Kulberg to be homeUC to the Reformed
couple Gottfried{J.Christian+w}.
PetersbergGL, Kurpfalz: said by the Dietel FSL to be homeUC to a Ordner family. This might be

Petersberg, Rhineland-Palatinate some 7 miles ESE of Zweibruecken city.
PeterswardeinGL, Neusatz [Oberamt], Hungary see Peterwardein.
Peterwardein, Bataschka, Hungary: nka Petrovaradin, Serbia, is 3 km Eof Novi Sad. Dorothy
Brandner reports that Wittich{K.Margaretha} was born here about 1799 (FHL #1884093/2).
See the GCRA book for more.
Petri{A.Maria}: in his book McGinnis{Sean} shows that she married BeilmannFN{J.Peter}. They
settled in Volmer FSL #44.
PetriFN{Johannes}: said by the Paulskaya FSL to be fromUC Wertizhausen?. Jim Pickelhaupt says he
found this man’s origin.
PetriFN: this family name was found recorded in Herborn marriage records 1762-1767; see Flegel trip.
PetriFN: also see Petry.
PetryFN: said by the Susannental FSL to be fromUC Philippstein, [Nassai-Weilburg Principality]. I
could not locate them or any descendants in Mai1798. Spelled Petri in 1767 (T2679-81).
Petrovaradin: is some 2 miles E of Neusatz town. The GCRA found a source which says that the
Wittich family that went to Bergdorf was here in 1797.
PetrovaradinGL Serbia: see Peterwardein.
Pets{Johann}: The first transcription of Stahl-am-Karaman FSL (#11) says he was fromUC Stuttgart,
Wuerttemberg Duchy. The Pleve version spelled his name Betz.
Petsch: interfiled with Bitsch.
PettertGL: see Peddert.
PettingGL: an unidentified place said by the Brabander FSL to be homeUC to a Mathres family. Kuhlberg
said this was in Schwaben. There is a Petting in Bavaria 12 miles NW of Salzburg city.
Pettstadt, Bamberg [Bishopric]: is 4 miles S of Bamberg city, and said by the Hoelzel FSL to be homeUC
to a Baessler/Bessler/Besslert/ Besener/ Beuler/Bauser/Boehringer family.
Peuscher{M.Catharina}, widow of Peuscher fromUC Zellenrode/Sellnrod. [Kur-]Sachsen married
Becker{Anton} in Buedingen on 11 May 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#630). KS:120 says instead
she was fromUC Sellnrod-bei-Gruenberg, Hessen[-Darmstadt]. They arrived in Russia on 29
Aug. 1766 (Kulberg3650). Not found in T. By Aug. 1767 they had settled in Norka FSL
(#160)
PeuscherFN: a widow who according to the Buedingen ML was fromUC Zellenrode, [Kur-]Sachsen,
married in 1766 Becker{Anton}, and went to Norka (Mai&Marquardt#630). KS:120 says
instead she was fromUC Sellnrod-bei-Gruenberg, Hessen[-Darmstadt].

